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SITUATION:
This client has a large number of web services that are utilized by multiple end
user applications. The services were being indirectly tested through manual and
automated testing through the user interface, and the services had limited
documentation. This testing process would take days and weeks to reveal logic
errors deep within the solution. The client realized they needed a strategy to test
these services directly without going through a UI as part of the nightly build
process. They also desired to be self-sufficient at the conclusion of the project so
they could carry the strategy forward.
SOLUTION:
SystemwarePS worked with the business owners, development, QA and
documentation teams to fully understand the overall architecture so it could be
tested more effectively. After initial analysis, various SOA testing tools were
evaluated for the client’s environment. SoapUI Pro was selected based on
functionality, ease of use, cost and audience using the tool going forward.
A framework was developed within SoapUI to simplify test creation and
maintenance. This powerful framework made similar test cases easy to create
and similar expected results easier to verify through common functions and
libraries.
The client’s documentation team was engaged and improvements were made to
be consistent with the documented requirements. This allowed SystemwarePS to
begin writing test cases for the individual web services, improved overall test
coverage and gave confidence that the expected results were correct.
Once the individual services were tested, complex business scenarios were
created to test full business functionality through the solution. This end-to-end
testing ensured that the data flowed through business logic correctly, and the
client could be confident that their SOA layer was thoroughly tested and
functioning as expected.
As these tests were developed, they were added to the regression suite and
executed as part of the nightly build process. The SystewmarePS team
transferred the knowledge, skills and testing documentation to the client’s
internal quality assurance team so they could continue to enhance and maintain
the framework after the initial engagement.
RESULTS and BENEFITS:
This client utilizes the processes, framework and tools provided by
SystemwarePS to validate the quality of the business logic of each release of
software as part of their continuous integration. The client can quickly identify
logic errors, make the necessary software updates and rebuild and retest in a
matter of minutes instead of days or weeks. Result is faster time to market and
improved quality of their software solution.

